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INTRODUCTION
Our voyage began as an expansion of the DeFi experiment.
What if we supercharged a meme coin with utility and a dedicated
developer team?
Although DAOs are both powered and protected by their core
decentralized autonomous groups, it stands to reason that a hybrid
variety of networks and contributors may act as a checks and balance
system powering a core guided unit.
Our Cofounder, Clarian, explained our foundation like this, ‘We are a
hybrid with a utility driven core powered by decentralized community
building.”
While community developed projects are a fresh and needed fork from
traditional financial structures and corporate bureaucracy, a lack of clear
focus becomes an obstacle in providing higher problem solving potential.
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NEO-CENTRALIZED
Technology is undergoing an industrial revolution of the likes we haven’t
seen since the invention of cars.
Centralized organizations with traditional hierarchy structures have been
the beacon model for both governing groups, educational, retail and
service providers in Western Civilization and beyond. The archaic
clunkiness and easily corruptible faults, have been often criticized for
these obvious flaws all the way from Ancient Greek playwrights, political
consultants and notable writers, such as Voltaire, to present day
philosophers and social commentators.
2021 has opened the world’s eyes to the power of just how greatly
autonomous networks and communities can benefit the average person.
Since the beginning of mass adoption of crypto and the rise of Dog Coins,
these coins have experimented in powering a tokenized structure
governed by the demand of the people thus taking the control out of
traditional investment models.
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NEO-CENTRALIZED
Although financial gains have been astronomical and have had disruptive
impact to institutions, onslaughts of pump and dumps without neatly
defined protocols and tokenomic safety nets, compounded by the lack of
clear focus and utility for many of these projects, have obstructed the
harmony of DeFi & community from demonstrating to the world its full
potential.
Well before Tesla purchased Billions in Bitcoins and Dogecoin minted a
plethora of 2021 millionaires, Clarian was already working on the First
NFT album ever, ‘Whale Shark’, dropping it ahead of King’s Of Leon and
changing the very landscape and future of the arts as we know it.
This technological statement rooted in the same underlying value system
of Koshu, maintains the power shift and remuneration to the content
creators and community efforts as a Proof Of Authenticity over Proof Of
Authority.
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NEO-CENTRALIZED
At its core, cryptocurrency enables any individual to transfer value
directly to a recipient anywhere in the world, without having to rely on a
trusted third party in the middle to make the exchange. This seemingly
simple function introduces possibilities for a great variety of solutions
and improvements in areas of payments, law, security, business
processes, and much more.

Neo-centralization is a paradigm coined by Clarian which off-centers a
core unit fully powered by a decentralized community. This facilitates a
model which can excel in producing problem solving applications and
systems while outputting dynamic scalability and efficiency.
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WHO WE ARE
“No true learning without arms, and no true arms without learning.”
- Hayashi Razan
Daniel Norton & Clarian North designed our community with a singular
override: no one driving entity or component is immutable.
“The potential for a decentralized network to succeed that is purely
community driven remains vastly untapped and with our core unit
powered by the whole, we will venture further than any other dog
collective has gone.”
For the very early holders and members of the Koshu Rebels, Koshu is
more than an ERC-20 token. It’s a future promise of a coin in the making
that will disrupt both meme and tech culture as we know it.
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WHO WE ARE
No matter who you are, whether you are part of the key founding
members of Koshu, a Strike Force Admin or the fresh new rookie on the
block, if you carry the Koshu Flag then you must adhere to the following
founding principles:
1. We were born out of the ashes of pump and dumps in the midst of an
industrial revolution and technological war zone. We are a self made
and self generated crypto solution. Instead of worrying about what we
cannot control, we transfer our energy to what we can advance.
2. Our core unit, helmed by President Daniel Norton & Vice President
Clarian North, develop the Koshu Cosmos powered by community
input, creativity and drive. It is a synergetic collaboration of
eclectic developers, thinkers, artists, strategists, moderators, and
shillers. No matter who you are or what you are capable of,
when you become part of the Koshu Task Force you bring your
value, talent and suggestions to build our community.
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WHO WE ARE
3. We love and protect all dogs and inus on our pale blue dot.
In one week since our inception we have gone from zero to 500 members
and growing. Our objectives are not only to prove the inherent value of
decentralization and disrupt the archaic systems, but to further validate
the utility and problem solving attributions by building the best
community Crypto Gaming platform ever.
The Koshu Open World Matrix will provide its holders access into a
universe of games, arts, music and live events, which will demonstrate
the untapped power and potential neo-centralization can yield.
Our open world and upcoming games are powered thanks to you and the
community behind its development. We are proud of all our member’s
positive contributions and they are generating towards our success.
THANK YOU for making KOSHU a reality. You are the source
and we all exist because of you.
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KOSHU’S WORLD
Our developer teams is dedicated to creating the best Open World
Gaming & Entertainment platform on the planet.
Our Koshu Casino & Exchange will have the ability to harness Koshu
Tokens to play online casino games, exchange coins, and explore various
arts and entertainment worlds. With built in Twitch technology, users will
be able to attend live events and travel across beautiful worlds collecting
benefits and exchangeable Koshu rewards.
Our main objective is to create an exciting and fun platform where
players can compete in Koshu powered video games such as Koshu Hero,
or our Koshu Sport Games (in Dev Mode), or simply attend live music and
entertainment events as Koshu spectators.
Koshu’s mission is to inspire and grow our community’s creativity through
the ongoing development and releases of games, collaborations, and
open world concepts.
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TOKENOMICS
“Like any organic entity, a system of consciousness manifests itself through the orderly,
differentiated development of a certain unifying reality.” - Kitaro Nishida
― Kitaro Nishida

With the successful completion of the V2 Token Swap, the Hatch Protocol
enacts as an automatic iteration mode to accomplish two key tasks.
1. To deflate the total supply based on the INT algorithm. Koshu therefore
reduced its supply from 1 Quadrillion to 1 Trillion base tokens with a
1000:1 ratio enabling room for healthier transactions while
obsctructing whale and bot activity.
2. Remove and reduce malicious RP accounts. The Sloth Protocol is an
umbrella extension of Hatch which executes blacklisting and banning
community derivatives for any slow bleeding and/or RP bad actions.
Wallet banning decisions must be taken by community votes.
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TOKENOMICS
Token governance leverages the PenDelux Pseudo Function which is a
lower inflationary to higher deflationary system of inequalities in order to
strategically introduce the KOSHU currency to new markets.
While reducing extremes of whale bleeds and FOMO, the ultimate supply
of tokens is depreciative at a fixed rate of 10% from base value.
Therefore, KOSHU is deflationary as it approaches its change in supply
limit ultimately increasing the scarcity value for holders.
Whale Killer Protocol: Dilution strategy of ratio algorithm which
calculates the transactions per time period of extreme market movement
such as community deemed rugging by increasing supply and locking
amounts into pool + overflow burning during ‘Cold Seasons’.
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TOKENOMICS
Hot Season / Cold Season
Hot Season: Periods of inflation where tokens are minted for catalyst and
new market takers: These include pools, open world extensions, and
marked events. Inflationary max at 90% post Hatch supply value and
each consecutive Cold season iteration.
Cold Season: Burning tokens at a deflationary rate of 10% always set to
base supply value. EX: If inflation cap during first iteration hits 40% ie 4T,
then total supply burn must reach a min of x <= 900B.

Seasons do not extend > 12 months or < under 3 month with exception to reset in the
event of override Protocol.
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TOKENOMICS
Hot Season / Cold Season
HOT SEASON

New Market Growth

YIELD

90% INFL

x + 90%

time lapse
ratio

COLD SEASION
x + 90% = null

base x - 10%
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KOSHUNOMICS:
ECOSYSTEM
“The absolute affirms itself through its own self negation.” - Kitaro Nishida
― Kitaro Nishida

KOSHUNOMICS 101: The dynamic and responsive distribution of tokens
which prioritizes the inherent value of scarcity while connecting into
healthy growth by the natural demand of market flow.
$KOSHU came into inception as an ERC-20 Token in May 2021.
After minting 1 Quadrillion Tokens and burning LP tokens, the Koshu
community enacted the HATCH PROTOCOL, reducing bad acting whale
transactions as well as deflating KOSHU from 1 Quadrillion to 1 Trillion at
a ratio of 1000:1.
At the time, this wasn’t a planned protocol, however it helped restore
balance and growth to the project which was being threatened by whales
attempting rug pulls. Coming out on the other end of this spawned a
better and stronger KOSHU with built dynamics protocols.
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KOSHUNOMICS:
ECOSYSTEM
Within one week, our community has parabolically grown from just a few
to over 500 members.
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KOSHUNOMICS:
ECOSYSTEM
Koshu is a decentralized arts and entertainment platform specializing in
video games and supporting the creative arts.
With a dedicated developer and project team, buzz is spreading fast for
this new puppy on the block. KOSHU is the ERC-20 token making a case
how meme coins can be both fun and also bring creative value and a
positive difference to crypto and the arts.
Coined as THE NEXT GENERATION OF SHIB, Koshu was created by
renowned gaming developer Daniel Norton and spearheaded by awardwinning and internationally acclaimed producer, Clarian North, who
dropped the first solo NFT album ‘Whaleshark’, ahead of Kings Of Leon
making music history.
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KOSHU GAMES
Our gaming universe is a fresh and open world of fun, problem solving,
and community powered interaction. Users can play and compete across
a wide variety of video games, music entertainment, and live events.
Koshu’s Casino & Exchange boasts a vibrant open world with NFT
implementations where players exchange coins, play slots and card
games, and win crypto and fiat. It is one of the most promising realms of
development in our expanding cosmos.
Our first beta drop, Koshu Hero, released on Steam, showcases original
music from award winning and independent artists from all over the world
and is already gaining a cult following of dedicated Koshu heroes.
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KOSHU GAMES
The first Koshu convention will be held this summer in Miami 2021,
celebrating the full launch of Koshu Hero, will include a clubbing event, a
live gaming competition to the ‘Impossible Level’, where Koshu holders
can compete online or in Miami for big wins and get exclusive crypto
content!
With so much more on the horizon, Koshu is at the very beginning of its
journey ahead, and we can’t wait to explore a brand new future of arts,
culture and crypto together with you.
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ANIMAL RESCUE
& DONATIONS

Koshu and its community are on a mission to save all dogs from
mistreatments such as the meat trade, puppy mills, illegal breeding, and
animal abuse.
Our donation wallet is fully transparent and community-powered.
Our community is dedicated to providing better resources to local
nonprofits such as the ASPCA and Last Hope with monthly send-offs.
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Updated Stats
05/28/2021

1 ETH : 8146718910.847004890 KOSHU
Pool created: 5/19/2021 12:08
Fully diluted Market Cap: $293,573.4
Total Supply: 1,000,000,000,000 KOSHU
Total Liquidity: 32K+
Daily Volume: 22K+
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CONCLUSION

Koshu entered into the crypto sphere without any funding or major
backing. Just a small team of developers who tried to save a meme coin
from the usual market whale mayhem by dedicating to build an open
world of art and games for its community and not giving up.
Decentralization has so much left untapped potential to explore in order
to benefit people everywhere. Although many prominent traders look
wearily (and with good reasons) towards the dog coins such as Shib and
Doge, they have still undeniably managed to not only empower
communities and cause disruption, but also provide these communities
with their own source of value that they may trade and grow from.
Koshu is coined THE NEXT GENERATION OF SHIB because it provides
both utility with a core dedicated team maintaining and evolving its open
world powered by its community.
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CONCLUSION
Thank you for being part of the KOSHU equation.

Now we have work to do.
-Clarian
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